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Abstract: This paper studies the cyclic performance of segmental columns with different construction details and 
varying types of post-tensioned tendons by using three-dimensional finite element (FE) commercial software 
ABAQUS. The modeling techniques showed excellent calibration with an overall error of less than 10%. The 
influence of axial loads, the orientation of post-tensioned tendons, and their combined influence are analyzed to 
improve the lateral strength and energy dissipation capacities of segmental columns. Detailed parameter analysis 
concluded that the lateral strength and energy dissipation capabilities could be significantly improved by utilizing 
cast-in-place (CIP) bottom segments instead of segmental. The energy dissipation capacities of hybrid bridge 
columns (HBCs) are far superior to precast segmental bridge columns (PSBCs), but with much larger residual 
displacements. The orientation of post-tensioned (PT) tendons at the middle while restricting the axial load ratios to 
0.15 highlighted efficient seismic performance. Finally, for HBCs, the PT tendons should be located in the middle 
and edges of the specimen to control excessive damage and significant drops in the lateral strength and energy 
dissipation capacities. 
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1. Introduction 

Prefabricated bridge design has lately attained a 
growing consideration in the bridge engineering 
community due to its several advantages, including 
accelerated production speed, limited environmental 
repercussions, higher production quality, improved 
site protection, and reduced endurance cost [1-4]. The 
challenges of aging bridges, which need retrofitting, 
stabilization, rehabilitation, and replacement, are 
increasing worldwide. In the face of these increasing 
challenges, there is a strong drive to develop 
technologies to facilitate bridge construction. 
Different transportation agencies adopt the mantra 
“get in, get out, stay out,” which means constructing 
the structures quickly and efficiently without 
compromising on the quality aspects of it [4-8].  

The precast segmental bridge columns (PSBCs) 
are directly related to the seismic performance of the 
whole bridge system. During a seismic event, the 
segmental columns produce a small residual 
displacement due to the excellent recentering 
capabilities provided by the post-tensioned tendons 
but, the damage is not restricted due to the deficient 
energy dissipation capacities provided by these 
systems [9-11]. Various techniques are proposed to 

enhance the cyclic performance of prefabricated 
segmental bridge columns [12-24]. An efficient 
technique has been the usage of yielding components 
in the plastic hinge region or bottom sections of the 
prefabricated piers such as mild steel bars crossing the 
segmental joints commonly referred to as energy 
dissipation (ED) bars [12-14], exterior dissipators [15-
16], shape memory alloy (SMA) bars [17-18], hybrid 
steel bars [19], elastomeric pads [20], and FRP steel 
jackets [21-22]. Some scholars also proposed the 
introduction of new high-performance materials, such 
as fiber reinforced composites, cement- based 
composites, fiber-reinforced concrete, and ultra-high 
performance concrete [23-24]. Overall, these methods 
can enhance the energy dissipation capacity and 
ductility of prefabricated segmental piers; however, 
the relativity high cost and complicated designs have 
limited their practical applications. 

Researchers have recently proposed a mix of 
cast-in-place (CIP) and precast segments to improve 
the system's energy dissipation. This innovative 
system was proposed by Ou. et. al [25] for the first 
time, which utilized an innovative prefabricated 
segmental bridge pier using cast-in-place (CIP) 
construction for the lower parts and segmental 
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construction for the upper regions. The combination 
of rocking mechanism with rigid rotations for the 
upper segments and formation of plastic hinges in the 
bottom segment leads to improved hysteric energy, 
energy dissipation, and adequate displacement 
capacity, ductility, and residual plastic deformations. 
Kim. et. al [26] tested and analyzed a new 
prefabricated segmental column based on the concept 
proposed by Ou. et. al [25]. The length of the CIP 
region was defined for the segmental column designed 
by Kim. et. al [26] by measuring the latent plastic 
hinge height. The findings illustrated proficient 
ductility and energy dissipation capability although no 
post-tensioned tendons were used in their analysis. 
However, the quantitative influence of the different 
design parameters on the structural capacity of hybrid 
bridge columns (HBCs) has rarely been analyzed. 
Therefore, further comparative studies are required to 
determine the exact advantages of the emulative 
hybrid pier system to the commonly employed PSBCs. 

In this study, a simpler HBC design is proposed. 
The method employs CIP construction for the 
potential plastic hinge region (inherent plastic hinge 
region is designated as the greater of column diameter 
and 1/6th the extent from column base to the loading 
point) and precast segmental blocks for the upper 
segments. A similar experimental PSBC model based 
on the studies of Zhang. et. Al [27] is selected with 
every segment consisting of prefabricated components 
for comparative analysis. The HBCs and PSBCs are 
designed by utilizing finite-element modeling (FEM) 
platform ABAQUS. The numerical model is validated 
against the experimental studies in order to perform 
detailed parametric analysis. The parameters of 
interest include the influence of axial load ratios, post-
tensioned tendon area, the combined influence of 
changing axial load and orientations of post-tensioned 
tendons, and finally, the impact of innovative hybrid 
bonded tendons in PSBCs and HBCs respectively. 
The essence of the study is to highlight the structural 
advantages of HBCs to PSBCs in terms of lateral 
strength, energy dissipation, and residual 
deformations. The impact of seismic performance 
indicators such as bearing capacity, energy 
dissipation, and residual deformations is expected to 
provide engineering design reference for PSBCs and 
HBCs. 
 
2. Key Design Methodologies 

2.1 Structural Performance of PSBCs and HBCs 
under cyclic loading 

The PSBC is built by piling the segments upside 
down. The post-tensioned tendons are usually the only 
reinforcement continuous across the segment joints, 
which provide the clamping force, and the mild steel 
bars are discontinuous across the joints [28]. As the 

longitudinal reinforcements are discontinuous at the 
joints, the piers exhibit little plastic deformation 
because the segment joints attract most of the tensile 
deformation. The plastic deformations of precast 
segmental bridge columns (PSBCs) are typically small 
under earthquakes, which enables strong re-setting 
abilities. However, due to substantial joint openings, 
primarily when the PSBCs are employed in medium-
high seismic regions can lead to severe cracking and 
crushing at the joints, along with making the 
performance of segmental joints uncertain. 
Additionally, the hysteric energy dissipation of 
PSBCs is very low, particularly compared to 
monolithic bridge columns (MBCs) with an 
equivalent viscous damping ratio of 4~5%.  

The current seismic design codes are based on 
MBCs; therefore, their application on PSBCs is 
invalid due to the difference in seismic behavior. 
Hence, the PSBCs are designed with an elastic design 
approach that restricts the plastic deformations [25]. 
Due to these limitations, the PSBCs in strong seismic 
regions require large cross-sections size and an 
additional amount of post-tensioned tendons, which 
invariably increases the amount of material and cost. 

Taking the previous research of OU. et. al [25] 
and Kim. et. al [26] as motivation, this article presents 
a new design to increase the lateral strength and 
energy dissipation of prefabricated columns. The 
proposed HBC consists of the standard orientation of 
post-tensioned tendons and simpler cross-section as 
opposed to preceding studies. The upper segments of 
the proposed HBC are composed of segmental blocks, 
while the bottom segment is cast monolithically with 
the foundation. The longitudinal and transverse 
reinforcements pass through the bottom joint and 
penetrate the foundation. Combining the formation of 
a plastic hinge mechanism at the CIP portions and 
non-linear behavior of segmental joints for the upper 
segments will likely increase the energy dissipation 
and ultimate strength of HBCs. The post-tensioned 
tendons will likely enhance the recentering abilities of 
HBCs as compared to conventional CIP piers, thereby 
reducing the plastic deformations and restricting the 
residual drifts under manageable levels. 

2.2 Design of Hybrid Post-Tensioned Tendons 
Hybrid post-tensioned is a novel design that aims 

to take advantage of both unbonded and bonded 
properties of post-tensioned tendons. Unbonded post-
tensioned tendons provide the excellent recentering 
capability to the segmental piers, whereas limited 
lateral strength and energy dissipation are its 
counterproductive behavior [29]. In contrast, bonded 
tendons can increase the lateral strength and, most 
importantly, energy dissipation capacities of the 
system. However, the usage may lead to the yielding 
of tendons, which can endanger the performance of 
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piers due to reduced shear resistance and strength 
degradation [30-31]. Therefore, hybrid bonding 
technique utilizes the hybrid bonding in every post-
tensioned tendon individually in the carefully selected 
regions to enhance the lateral strength and energy 
dissipation capacities of segmental columns. The idea 
is to create a strong bond between the steel grout and 
tendons by injecting cementitious materials into the 
grout along a certain length of the column and 
keeping the rest of the tendon unbonded. The hybrid 
bonded post-tensioned tendons will likely lead to 
greater lateral strength due to the development of 
strong bonds, and enhanced energy dissipation will be 
obtained by induced cracks and damage to the 
concrete around the strands. While keeping the 
tendons unbonded in other regions will lead to 
retention of the self-centering capabilities. 

One of the objectives of this research is to design 
a novel hybrid bonded tendons by systematically 
studying the seismic performance of these new tendon 
systems in PSBCs and HBCs. The goal is to obtain 
optimum performing prefabricated segmental bridge 
columns with improved lateral strength, energy 
dissipation while keeping residual drifts to 
manageable levels so that after the earthquake, they 
can easily be repaired or retrofitted respectively. The 
successful design of PSBCs and HBCs with hybrid 
bonded post-tensioned tendons will lead to boost the 
confidence of designers and engineers to increase the 
usage of segmental columns in medium-high seismic 
regions. 

 
3. Modeling Description 

3.1 Specimen Design and Modeling approach 
At present, a three dimensional (3D) finite 

element (FE) method [32], and fiber model analysis 
method [33] is mainly used for non-linear numerical 
analysis of prefabricated assembled piers. Although 

the latter model has strong convergence ability and 
fast calculation speed, the former model's analysis is 
more intuitive than the fiber analysis method, and the 
calculation results are far more accurate, especially 
when contact analysis problems are considered. 
Therefore, this paper uses the finite element method to 
analyze the proposed columns based on 
ABAQUS/Standard platform. 

Three dimensional finite-element (FE) models 
are generated based on the experiments performed by 
Zhang. et. al [27]. The prefabricated bridge column 
denoted as PSBC-1 with a scale factor of 1/4th is 
modeled and used in this study. The experimental 
model was designed with the 1/4th scale of original 
columns used in the practical applications due to the 
limitation of facilities. It was observed in the 
experiment that the 1/4th model could accurately 
predict the seismic performance, and the difference 
between the full scale and 1/4th scale model is limited. 
Hence, for the accuracy of numerical results, 1/4th 
scale model is utilized. The material properties are 
shown in Table 1, whereas Fig. 1 highlights the cross-
sectional and reinforcement details of PSBC-1. 

The components made of concrete are modeled 
by using eight-node 3D brick elements (C3D8R). The 
concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model is utilized to 
simulate the behavior of reinforced concrete columns 
subjected to dynamic loadings [34]. The stress-strain 
relationship of concrete developed by Mander. et. al 
[35], and further enhanced by Lubliner. et. al [36], 
Lee. et. al [37] is used in this study. Truss element 
(T3D2) is used to simulate the steel bars and spiral 
reinforcements in precast segments. Embedded 
regions are defined with the steel cage as an 
embedded region and the whole model as a host 
region to simulate core concrete confinement, as 
shown in Fig. 2 [34]. 

 
Table 1 Material properties of prototype model 

Component Property Value 
Concrete Strength (MPA) 47.0 
 Poisson’s ratio  0.2 
 Elastic modulus (GPA) 34.5 
Transverse reinforcements Yield stress (MPA) 335.0 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
 Elastic modulus (GPA) 210 
Longitudinal reinforcements Yield stress (MPA) 335.0 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
 Elastic Modulus (GPA) 200 
Prestressed Tendons Yield stress (MPA)  1670 
 Ultimate Stress (MPA) 1860 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
 Elastic Modulus (GPA) 195 
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Fig. 1 Cross-sectional and reinforcement details of 
prototype model 

 

 
Fig. 2 Model details of prototype model 

 
Prestressing tendons are simulated by beam 

elements (B31), both ends are cut a certain distance 
and are embedded into loading block and bearing 
platform to establish anchorage. Beam elements (B31) 
are used to model components whose one direction 
(length in this case) is considerably more significant 
than the other two, together with a dominant stress 
profile along the component's length. The provision of 
a rotational degree is another significant explanation 
for designing post-tensioned tendons with beam 
elements (B31). The unconstrained part of post-
tensioned tendons is prestressed by a falling 
temperature method through a predefined material 
expansion coefficient of 1.0 ˟ 10-5. The initial 
prestressing levels of 25% (PT L & R) and 30% (PT-
MID) are selected to preserve the axial force and 

reentering abilities of the column [28, 38]. The elastic-
perfectly plastic model was used to simulate the 
stress-strain aspect of the steel reinforcements and 
prestressed tendons [39]. 

ENCASTRE boundary condition is used to 
simulate the fixed boundary condition. The joint 
opening/closing mechanism under cyclic loadings was 
defined by surface to surface contact elements. The 
surface with higher rigidity is selected as the master 
surface, and another surface is selected as a slave. The 
normal behavior between the contact pairs is defined 
as hard contact to ensure joint opening and closing. 
The tangential behavior is defined as "penalty," and 
the friction factor is selected as 0.5 [11]. The loading 
is applied in two stages. The first stage involves the 
application of axial loads through prestressed tendons. 
In the second stage, lateral displacement controlled 
cyclic loadings were imposed on the reference point 
of loading block with pre-defined drift values. The 
loading protocols are shown in Fig. 3 respectively. 

The same prototype model is utilized to model a 
hybrid bridge column (HBC), with the only difference 
being that of the bottom segment. The longitudinal 
and transverse reinforcements pass through the bottom 
joint and penetrate into the foundation. As the bottom 
segment is cast monolithically with the foundation, 
the bottom joint will not exhibit a rocking mechanism, 
and hence is tied with footing [40-41]. The rigid body 
constraint is utilized with footing as a rigid body, 
bottom segment nodes as tie nodes, and reference 
point controlling the overall motion, as shown in Fig. 
4.  

 

 
 Fig. 3 loading protocols of prototype model 
 

3.2 Model Validation 
In this research, the numerical models are 

calibrated against the experimental results in terms of 
force-displacement hysteric curves and damage modes 
at the ultimate drift level as shown in Table 2, and Fig. 
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5, and Fig. 6 respectively. In terms of force-
displacement hysteric curves, excellent calibration 
was observed with an overall error of less than 10%. 
Figure 6 presents the damage modes of the test 
specimen and the numerical model. It is highlighted in 
Fig. 6(a) that the concrete cover on one side of the 
bottom section spalled at the ultimate drift level of the 
test due to the accumulation of large axial 
compressive stresses. The numerical model, as seen in 
Fig. 6(b) simulated concrete damage. The black 
portion shows the concrete elements having higher 
axial strains that top the ultimate strain of the 
unconfined concrete respectively. 

The slight differences in numerical and 
experimental results can be attributed to the fact that 
the lateral forces obtained in the numerical 
simulations are almost symmetric. In contrast, they 
are slightly asymmetric in the experiments due to 
installation errors and unsymmetrical damage of the 
test specimens. The other causes include errors in 
predicting concrete damage. Further models should be 
simulated to know the exact cause of errors in the 
prediction of concrete damage. The application of the 
CDP model for concrete inelastic behavior and 
surface-to-surface contact for joint activity can predict 

the residual deformations of the PSBCs specimens 
under cyclic loading satisfactorily. Overall, the results 
demonstrate that the numerical models can accurately 
predict the hysteric behavior of column specimens 
under the action of cyclic loads. 

 

 
Fig. 5 lateral strength of numerical and experimental 
model 

 

 
Fig. 4 Hybrid bridge column segment modelling technique 

 
Table 2 Model calibration results 

Drift ratio (%) Experiment (Kn) Numerical (Kn) Error (%) 
1 17.69 16.01 9.49 
-1 -15.94 -14.94 6.27 
3 23.96 21.61 9.8 
-3 -22.96 -21.23 7.53 
5 28.12 27.65 1.67 
-5 -29.26 -27.6 5.67 
7 32.16 33.36 6.32 
-7 -35.02 -33.28 4.96 
8 35.93 35.91 0.05 
-8 38.53 -35.83 7 
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Fig. 6 Damage modes of experimental and numerical model 

 
4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Influence of Axial Load Ratios 
The axial loads play a vital role in the cyclic 

performance of columns. In the case of the precast 
column, it is the gravity load (deck weight and column 
self-weight) and the prestressing force, which provide 
moment resistance against overturning [42-43]. In this 
research the axial loads are calculated by the 
following formula;  

Axial	load =
N

f′c	Ag

 

Where, N= Initial prestressing force; f’c= 
Compressive strength of concrete; Ag=gross sectional 
area of concrete 

The increase in the axial load ratios by 
increasing the initial prestressing force leads to the 
higher ultimate strength and small residual drift [44]. 
On the other hand, increasing the axial loads will lead 
to higher compressive stresses when the column 
segments rock back and forth with respect to each 
other [45, 46]. Higher axial compressive stresses can 
result in concrete crushing failure of the column and 
reduce the column's ductility. Therefore, in this 
section, axial loads are increased by increasing the 
post-tensioned area while maintaining the initial 
prestressing levels at 25% and 30% of (f’cAg). The 
model details are described in Table 3. 

At axial load 0.1, the hybrid bridge column 
(HBC) can demonstrate higher lateral strength than 
the precast segmental bridge column (PSBC), 
highlighting the advantages of using a hybrid system. 
Both the systems showed excellent re-centering 
abilities with the residual plastic displacement of less 
than 1%. The residual plastic deformation for PSBC is 
minimal (0.39mm in the positive direction), whereas 
the HBC specimens have more significant plastic 
deformation (6.59mm in the positive direction). The 
difference in the plastic deformations of HBCs and 
PSBCs can be attributed to the development and 
plastic hinges in the bottom segment of HBC, cast 
monolithically with the foundation, as shown in Fig. 7. 
The more prominent cosmetic damage in the form of 
concrete spalling and higher strains generated by the 
strain penetration in the foundation due to the 
transverse and longitudinal reinforcements crossing 
the bottom joints leads to increased residual 
deformation. HBC-A1 can generate a lateral strength 
of 41.1KN, which is 15% greater than PSBC-A1 at 
the ultimate drift, as shown in Fig. 8. The PSBCs lack 
in dissipating sufficient energy, whereas HBC can 
overcome this particular issue. Cumulative energy 
dissipation of HBC-A1 was recorded as 1096 KN-mm, 
which is 66% greater than PSBC-A1, as visible in Fig. 
8. Hence, the advantages of hybrid systems are far 
greater in terms of energy dissipation at an axial load 
of 0.1 for a type of column studied in this research. 

 
Table 3. Specimen details of PSBCs and HBCs 

Specimen Bonding Condition Post-tensioned tendon Area Axial load ratio 
PSBC-A1 Unbonded 3D15.2mm 0.1 
PSBC-A2 Unbonded 3D17.8mm 0.15 
PSBC-A3 Unbonded 3D21.6mm 2 
HBC-A1 Unbonded 3D15.2mm 0.1 
HBC-A2 Unbonded 3D17.8mm 0.15 
HBC-A3 Unbonded 3D21.6mm 2 
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Fig. 7 Maximum Compressive strains of bottom segments a) PSBC b) HBC 

 

 
Fig. 8 Hysteric and energy dissipation curves of HBC and PSBC 

 

  
Fig. 9 Backbone and energy dissipation curves of PSBCs with increasing axial load ratios 

 
4.2 Influence of axial load ratios in PSBCs 
Precast segmental bridge columns with axial 

load ratio of 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 are studied. The 
backbone curves are shown in Fig. 9, which are 
generated by taking average load between both 
positive and negative cycles and plotting them against 
each drift level. Cumulative energy dissipation curves 

that describe the area enclosed by each load cycle are 
also shown in Fig. 9. The ultimate strength of the 
column increases with the increasing axial load ratios. 
Also, for the selected axial loads, the column stiffness 
after yielding remained positive as implied by no 
evidence of strength degradation for the designed 
PSBCs. The displacement capacities and ductility for 
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columns will also not decrease drastically by keeping 
the axial loads to 0.2. All the columns analyzed 
showed excellent recentering abilities. The energy 
dissipation gradually increased with peak energy 
dissipation observed by PSBC-A3, which is 52% 
greater than PSBC-A1. Hence, it is proved that 
designing the PSBCs by keeping the axial load ratio to 
0.2 can lead to better cyclic performance than PSBCs 
with very low or high axial load ratios, respectively. 

4.3 Influence of axial load ratios in HBCs 
The HBCs at an axial load ratio of 0.1 exhibited 

better cyclic performance than its PSBC counterpart. 
Increasing the axial loads of HBCs can lead to an 
improvement in the characteristics which govern the 
cyclic performance. As the axial loads were carefully 

selected, the specimens showed improvement in the 
lateral strength with the increase in the axial loads. 
Likewise, the PSBCs, HBCs stiffness after yielding 
remained positive with no signs of strength 
degradation. The HBCs were able to limit the plastic 
deformation under safety limits. There was a 
substantial increase in the energy dissipation of HBCs 
with peak-dissipated energy recorded of 2678 KN-mm 
at 0.2 axial load ratio, which is 60% greater than 
HBC-A1, shown in Fig. 10. Proper design of axial 
loads can lead to an improvement in the cyclic 
performance of HBCs, especially the energy 
dissipation capacities, which validates the motivation 
for designing such a system, respectively. 

  
Fig. 10 Backbone and energy dissipation curves of HBCs with increasing axial load ratios 

 
4.4 Comparative analysis of HBCs and PSBCs 

with different axial load ratios  
The comparative analysis between HBCs and 

PSBCs will lead to understanding the influence of 
axial load ratios. Table 4 shows the lateral strength, 
energy dissipation, and residual plastic displacement 
of specimens. As discussed in the previous sections, it 
is evident that increasing the axial load increases the 
lateral strength and energy dissipation of the 
specimens designed. The residual plastic displacement 
remained negligible by increasing the axial load ratios 
for PSBCs; on the other hand, HBCs showed a 
minimal increase for axial load ratio of 0.15 and a 
gradual increase in the plastic deformation for an axial 

load of ratio 0.2. The difference in the lateral strength 
for HBCs and PSBCs reduced with the increase in the 
axial load ratio. 

For example, HBC with an axial load ratio of 0.1 
was able to generate a 15% greater lateral strength 
whereas, only a 3.52% increase was observed for an 
axial load ratio of 0.2. However, the energy 
dissipation capacities continued to increase with an 
increment in the axial load ratios. HBCs dissipated 
66.31% and 71.84% greater energy than the PSBCs 
specimens with axial loads of 0.1 and 0.2. The lack of 
energy dissipation in PSBCs can be attributed to the 
lower level of damage to the bottom segments, which 
results in minimal residual deformations. 

 
Table 4. Response parameters of PSBCs and HBCs 

Specimen Lateral Strength (Kn) Residual displacement (mm) Energy dissipation (Kn-mm) Axial load ratio 
PSBC-A1 35.91,-35.83 0.39,0.78 366.32 0.1 
PSBC-A2 44.62, -44.55 0.5, 1.02 461.86 0.15 
PSBC-A3 54.54, -54.63 0.59, 1.24 754.55 2 
HBC-A1 41.11, -42.25 6.59, -3.83 1096.35 0.1 
HBC-A2 47.7, -48.2 6.95,-4.16 1532.717 0.15 
HBC-A3 56.53, -57.94 11.45,-8.813 2678.112 2 
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4.5 Orientation of Post-Tensioned Tendons in 

Segmental Columns 
The Post-tensioned tendons play an essential role 

in the cyclic performance of columns [47-49]. As the 
PSBC displaces laterally under earthquake excitation, 
a wide flexural crack is formed at the interface 
between the column base and foundation as the 
column rotates rigidly about its compression toe. In 
contrast, for the cast-in-place section, plastic hinges 
are formed, which results in the appearance of the 
flexural cracks and yielding of reinforcements, 
resulting in tensile cracking. The prestressing steel is 
stretched once the base crack opening extends to the 
location of the tendon. If the tendons are not entirely 
bonded over the height of the column, incremental 
strains will not concentrate at a crack; instead, strains 

will be distributed along the whole length of the 
tendon. This phenomenon is vital for several reasons. 
First, the facility to convey shear across the segment 
interfaces by shear friction is reliant on the clamping 
force produced by the prestressing tendon. The 
column stiffness is also reliant on the prestressing 
force. Finally, the restoring force provided by the 
column by the prestress is maintained during and after 
the earthquake. 

Given this hindsight, post-tensioned tendons 
positioning can influence the cyclic performance of 
both the PSBCs and HBCs. Hence, the tendons are 
oriented at the center, center and edge, and only edges 
of the column. The orientation of Post-tensioned 
tendons is shown in Fig. 11, and the specimens detail 
are mentioned in Table 5. 

 

 
Fig. 11 Orientations of post-tensioned tendons in piers 

 
Table 5. Specimen details for PSBCs and HBCs with different post-tensioned orientations. 

Specimen Bonding Condition Post-tensioned tendon area Orientation Axial load ratio 
PSBC-A11 unbonded 3D15.2mm Middle and edge 0.1 
PSBC-A21 unbonded 3D15.2mm Middle 0.1 
PSBC-A31 unbonded 2D17.8mm Edge 0.1 
HBC-A11 unbonded 3D15.2mm Middle and edge 0.1 
HBC-A21 unbonded 3D15.2mm Middle 0.1 
HBC-A31 unbonded 2D17.8mm Edge 0.1 
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For PSBCs, the tendons placed at the center and 
edge show excellent recentering abilities and a steady 
improvement in the lateral strength. The energy 
dissipation remained on the lower side due to the 
narrow cyclic shape, as shown in Fig. 12(a). The 
tendons placed only at the edges also showed similar 
characteristics with a slight improvement in the lateral 
strength. The PSBC with tendons oriented at the edges 
showed a slight decrease in the energy dissipation 
capacities due to the slightly more plump shape. The 
major difference occurred when the axial load ratio 
was maintained at 0.1, and the tendons were placed at 
the geometric centroid. Wide cyclic loading curves 
were obtained at each drift, which substantially 
improved the energy dissipation of such piers, as 
shown in Fig. 12(b). The difference in the 
accumulation of lateral resistance is quite evident in 
Fig. 12(c). 

For PSBCs with tendons oriented in the center, 
the majority of lateral resistance occurs at the initial 
stages. The non-availability of tendons at the edges 

results in substantial damage to the edges of the 
specimen, resulting in higher lateral resistance than 
PSBCs having tendons at the edges. After 0.75% drift 
softening of the lateral resistance curve happens, this 
softening pattern continues until a 3% drift followed 
by a gradual increase in the lateral resistance. The 
increase in the tendon stress occurs after a significant 
drift of the pier takes place since the post-tensioned 
tendon is placed at the geometric centroid of the pier. 
Additionally, the stretching of PT tendons is less than 
that of tendons placed at the edges, which decreases 
the amount of stress transformed, hence reducing its 
influence in contributing significantly to the 
improvement of lateral strength, respectively. This 
fact, along with increased material non-linearity 
caused by extensive damage to compression toe of the 
PSBCs with tendons oriented at the center, leads to 
the softening of the cyclic curves. To validate these 
fact specimens with increased axial load ratios will be 
discussed to analyze the vulnerability of such 
specimens. 

 

 
Fig. 12 Seismic characteristics of PSBCs with different orientations a) hysteric shapes b) energy dissipation c) 
lateral resistance 
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Fig. 13 Lateral resistance and cumulative energy dissipation capacities of HBCs 

 

 
Fig. 14 Strains of PSBCs and HBCs specimens at ultimate drift 

 

 
Fig. 15 Stresses of post-tensioned tendons oriented at the middle 

 
HBC specimens with PT tendons oriented at the 

middle and edges showed similar characteristics to 
PSBCs in terms of the shape of the lateral resistance 
curves with a gradual increase in the lateral strength 
and energy dissipation. The HBCs were able to 
accumulate greater lateral strength and energy 
dissipation due to the cast-in-place bottom segment. 

At the initial stage, the HBC with tendons oriented at 
the middle showed improved lateral strength and 
energy dissipation than the specimens with tendons 
placed at the edges. For example, at 0.75%, the HBCs 
with tendons in the middle was able to generate 42% 
and 91% greater lateral strength and energy 
dissipation, as shown in Fig. 13. After 0.75%, the 
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softening of the lateral resistance curve occurs, which 
results in all specimens converging at a 3.5% drift. 
Later on, the influence of softening becomes more 
evident, hence resulting in much less lateral resistance 
at the ultimate stage of a pier for a specimen with PT 
tendons oriented at the geometric centroid. The energy 
dissipation capacities at the ultimate stage for HBCs 
with different orientations were similar, which 
validates the enhanced softening of the HBCs with PT 
tendons at the center, as shown in Fig. 13. 

These findings are in contrast to the PSBCs with 
tendons in the middle. The reason for this can be 
attributed to the difference in the mechanism of these 
two structural systems. The non-linearity of the 
specimens in HBCs becomes more dominant than its 
PSBCs counterpart; this is due to sizeable damage of 
the bottom segment in terms of cosmetic damage of 
concrete, severe crushing, yielding of reinforcement 
and tensile cracking of concrete as shown in Fig. 14. 
Another critical factor is the ability of tendons to 
transfer the shear to the column. The HBCs with 
center tendons were able to transfer fewer stresses 
than the PSBCs, which resulted in lower lateral 
strength, as shown in Fig. 15. It may be concluded 
that the orientations play a significant role in the 
cyclic performance of segmental columns. The 
tendons oriented at the middle show greater lateral 
strength at the initial stages for both PSBCs and 
HBCs, but only for PSBCs at the ultimate stage. Due 
to the non-linearity of HBCs specimens, the softening 
effect becomes more dominant, hence resulting in 
lower strength at the ultimate stage. PSBCs with an 
axial load ratio of 0.1 and with tendons oriented at the 
middle showed excellent energy dissipation 
capacities. In contrast, the HBC energy dissipation at 
the ultimate stage was similar for all orientations, 
respectively. 

4.6 Combined Influence of Axial Loads and 
Orientation of Post-Tensioned Tendons 

The axial loads and orientations play a vital role 
in the cyclic performance of PSBCs and HBCs, as 
evident in the previous sections. The rise in the axial 
load leads to an increase in the lateral strength and the 
energy dissipation of specimens, as detailed in 
sections 4.1-4.4. The orientations of post-tensioned 

tendons highlight the differences in the seismic 
performance of PSBC’s and HBCs, as shown in 
section 4.5. When the axial loads are kept constant 
(0.1), the post-tensioned tendons placed at the center 
show a better performance in PSBCs, whereas, for 
HBCs, the placement of post-tensioned tendons at the 
middle and only edges is a better option respectively. 
As the performance of HBCs with increasing axial 
load ratios for tendons oriented at the middle and edge 
is already discussed in section 4.3. Hence in this 
section, the combined influence of increased axial 
loads and two orientations (middle and edge, middle) 
are analyzed to further study their contribution to the 
seismic performance of PSBCs in order to select 
appropriate axial load ratios. The specimen details are 
described in Table 6. 

The specimens with post-tensioned tendons 
positioned at the middle and edges show an increase 
in the lateral strength with an increment in the axial 
load ratio. No sign of softening or strength 
degradation is observed. On the other hand, the lateral 
strength curves of PSBCs having tendons at the center 
indicate a major difference with an increase in the 
axial load ratio. At the initial stages (up to 0.75% 
drift), there is a surge in the lateral resistance for all 
specimens, as evident in Fig. 16. After 0.75% drift, 
the softening action of lateral curves is dominant for 
the specimens with an axial load ratio of 0.1 and 0.15. 
The softening becomes more prominent with an 
extension in the axial load ratio as apparent by a 
gradual rise in the lateral strength beyond 0.75% drift 
for a specimen with an axial load ratio of 0.1. The 
peak strength is observed at the ultimate drift, whereas 
a slight deflection from peak value is observed at 
drifts over 0.75% for a specimen with a 0.15 axial 
load ratio. Increasing the axial loads beyond 0.15 
resulted in significant strength degradation. The drop 
in the ultimate strength is observed as 25% of the peak 
strength. The peak strength is observed at 0.75% drift 
for a specimen with an axial load ratio of 0.2. The 
comparative analysis shows that increasing the axial 
loads beyond 0.1 for specimens with post-tensioned 
tendons placed at the geometric center results in lower 
strengths than their counterpart specimens. 

 
Table 6 Specimen details for PSBCs with different axial loads and orientations of PT tendons 

Specimen Orientation of Post-tensioned tendons Axial load ratio 
PSBC-A11 Middle and edge 0.1 
PSBC-A12 Middle and edge 0.15 
PSBC-A13 Middle and edge 0.2 
PSBC-A21 Middle 0.1 
PSBC-A22 Middle 0.15 
PSBC-A23 Middle 0.2 
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The energy dissipation curves are also shown in 
Fig. 16. The values of dissipated energy surge with a 
rise in the axial load ratios for all but PSBC-A23, 
whose value dropped by 21%. The substantial strength 
degradation and the greater number of drops observed 
along the cyclic loading drifts result in a drop in 
energy dissipation. The comparative analysis shows 
that piers with post-tensioned tendons in the middle 
can dissipate immense energy than specimens with 
tendons at the middle and edges. Overall, it can be 
concluded that the specimens with post-tensioned 
tendons oriented at the middle can perform better 
under cyclic loadings if the axial loads are maintained 

under 0.15. The energy dissipation capacities were 
still greater for the specimens having an axial load 
ratio of 0.2 and tendons positioned at the center than 
the ones with tendons at middle and edges. However, 
due to the substantial strength degradation and shreds 
of evidence of drops in the energy dissipation, along 
the cyclic loading drifts indicate the potential risks. 
Hence, an axial load ratio of 0.1-0.15 is suggested 
along with tendons placed at the geometric center for 
the columns constructed with similar construction 
shapes, reinforcement ratios, and aspect ratios, 
respectively. 

 

  
Fig. 16 Lateral resistance and cumulative energy dissipation curves of PSBS’s with different axial loads and 
orientation of tendons 

 
Table 7 Model details of HBCs with and without Hybrid bonded post-tensioned tendons. 

Specimen Bonding Condition Post-tensioned tendon area Bonded length in plastic hinge Axial load ratio 
HBC-PH1 Hybrid bonded 3D15.2mm 100mm 0.1 
HBC-A1 Unbonded 3D15.2mm - 0.1 

 

 
Fig. 17 Hysteric and energy dissipation curves of HBCs with unbonded and hybrid bonded post-tensioned tendons 

 
4.1 Influence of Hybrid Bonded Post-Tensioned 

Tendons 
The hybrid bonded tendons are an innovative 

and novel post-tensioned tendon system as compared 
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to the bonded and unboned ones. This section will 
study the influence of hybrid bonded tendons in the 
cyclic performance of hybrid bridge columns (HBCs). 
For that purpose, HBCs with and without the hybrid 
bonded tendons are selected for analysis. The model 
details are described in Table 7.  

The damage was as-symmetric with a negative 
direction showing a slight increase in the ultimate 
lateral strength for both the specimens. Usage of 
hybrid bonded tendons in HBCs improved the lateral 
strength by 14%. There is a significant increase in 
HBC's energy dissipation with hybrid tendons; the 
maximum cumulative energy obtained is 4501 KN-
mm, which is 70% greater than HBCs without hybrid 
tendons, respectively. The higher energy dissipation 

can be attributed to the higher lateral strength and 
residual deformations, which contribute towards 
gaining greater area enclosed by the cyclic curve at 
given drift, as shown in Fig. 17. Hybrid bonding leads 
to greater stresses induced in the column, which 
results in higher strength, but higher stress can cause 
greater strain concentrations and yield of 
reinforcements at the compression toe, as evident in 
Fig. 18 with a bulging effect at the bottom joint of 
HBC. Considerable damage to the concrete 
surrounding the hybrid bonded tendons along with 
overall greater strain developed in the bottom segment 
results in HBCs gaining extensive damage and 
residual plastic deformation of a maximum 30mm 
(1.66% residual drift) in the negative direction. 

 

 
Fig. 18 Compressive strains and transverse stresses of HBCs bottom segment with and without hybrid bonded 
tendons 

 
4.2 Comparitive Analysis of PSBCs and HBCs 

with Hybrid Bonded Tendons 
The comparative analysis is done to evaluate the 

efficiency of hybrid bridge columns in different 
structural systems. The design parameters are shown 
in Table 8. The backbone curves of the specimens 
showed similar lateral strength. The energy 
dissipation increased with the increase in the bonded 
length of hybrid bonded tendons, as shown in Fig. 19. 
The major difference in the energy dissipation of 
PSBCs and HBCs with hybrid bonded tendons can be 
attributed to the combined effect of the development 

of plastic hinges at the bottom joint. Extensive 
damage to the concrete surrounding the hybrid bonded 
tendons, cover spalling and concrete crushing 
occurring at the upper joint of the bottom segment and 
yielding of transverse reinforcements. In contrast, the 
PSBCs will only have damage at the compression toe, 
due to rigid rotation and damage to the concrete 
surrounding the tendons. The hysteric curves in Fig. 
20 shows the crucial difference in the cyclic 
performance of the two structural systems afro-
mentioned, whereas Table 9 details the residual 
plastic deformation, respectively. 
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The major increase in the energy dissipation of 
HBCs with hybrid bonded tendons can be very 
beneficial in the usage of columns in different seismic 
regions. However, the residual plastic displacement 
can make these piers challenging to repair. In order to 
make this design more desirable for engineers, 
confinement of bottom segments should be improved. 
The excessive cosmetic and severe damage can be 

reduced by utilizing the carbon fiber reinforced 
polymers (CFRP) wraps [50-52]. Additionally, CFRP 
wraps have an advantage of improving the lateral 
strength along with maintaining the energy dissipation. 
In further studies, the CFRP wraps can be utilized in 
combination with the hybrid bonded tendons in the 
HBCs to make the design more efficient. 

 

 
Fig. 19 Backbone and energy dissipation curves of PSBCs and HBCs with hybrid bonded tendons. 

 

 
Fig. 20 Cyclic curves of HBCs and PSBCs with hybrid bonded tendons 

 
Table 8 Design parameters of PSBCs and HBCs 

Specimen Bonding Condition Post-tensioned tendon area Bonded length in plastic hinge Axial load ratio 
PSBC-PH1 Hybrid bonded 3D15.2mm 100mm 0.1 
PSBC-PH2 Hybrid bonded 3D15.2mm 200mm 0.1 
HBC-PH1 Hybrid bonded 3D15.2mm 100mm 0.1 
HBC-PH2 Hybrid bonded 3D15.2mm 200mm 0.1 

 
Table 9 Residual displacement of PSBCs and HBCs 

Specimen Bonding Condition Residual displacement (mm) 
PSBC-PH1 Hybrid bonded 8.86, -5.96 
PSBC-PH2 Hybrid bonded 9.2, -6.13 
HBC-PH1 Hybrid bonded 27,-30 
HBC-PH2 Hybrid bonded 33,-34 
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Conclusions 
The significant findings of this paper are that the 

hybrid bridge columns fare better than the PSBCs 
under cyclic loadings with greater lateral strength and 
energy dissipation capacities. The increment in the 
axial loads increases the lateral resistance and energy 
dissipation capacity of both the PSBCs and HBCs. 
The residual plastic displacement remains within 
safety limits when the axial load ratios are carefully 
chosen. Hybrid bonded tendons performed 
impeccably in terms of lateral strength, energy 
dissipation for PSBCs. In contrast, for HBCs, the 
usage of hybrid bonded tendons significantly 
improved the energy dissipation capacity with much 
larger residual displacement. The residual 
displacement can be reduced by using greater 
confining reinforcements or by utilizing fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP) wraps, which will 
expectedly control excessive damage to the bottom 
segments of HBCs. When the axial loads are 
maintained below 1.5, the post-tensioned tendons 
positioned at the center of circular piers have superior 
cyclic performance than those positioned at the 
middle and edges or only at the edges of the PSBCs. 
For higher axial loads, the post-tensioned tendons 
should be located at the middle and edges. The post-
tensioned tendons should be located at the middle and 
edges for HBCs to avoid excessive damage to the 
concrete and reinforcements, material non-linearity, 
softening, and strength degradation of lateral curves, 
respectively. 
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